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Pro esses are onsidered for onversion into a fra tal stru ture of a hot metal mi ron-size parti le that is lo ated
in a buer gas or a gas ow and is heated by an external ele tri or ele tromagneti sour e or by a plasma. The
parameter of this heating is the parti le temperature, whi h is the same in all of the parti le volume be ause
of its small size and high ondu tivity. Three pro esses determine the parti le heat balan e: parti le radiation,
evaporation of metal atoms from the parti le surfa e, and heat transport to the surrounding gas due to its
thermal ondu tivity. The parti le heat balan e is analyzed based on these pro esses, whi h are analogous to
those for bulk metals with the small parti le size and its high temperature taken into a ount. Outside the
parti le, where the gas temperature is lower than on its surfa e, the formed metal vapor in a buer gas ow
is onverted into lusters. Clusters grow as a result of oagulation, until they be ome liquid, and then lusters
form fra tal aggregates if they are removed form the gas ow. Subsequently, asso iation of fra tal aggregates
join into a fra tal stru ture. The rate of this pro ess in reases in middle ele tri elds, and the formed fra tal
stru ture has features of aerogels and fra tal bers. As a result of a hain of the above pro esses, a porous
metal lm may be manufa tured for use as a lter or atalyst for gas ows.
DOI: 10.7868/S0044451015100041
1. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of a hot mi ron-size metal parti le loated in a gas or gas ow is of interest for various physi al problems. Metals onsisting of atoms with s and d
ele tron shells are used widely as atalysts [14℄, whi h
work due to ele tron transitions between s and d ele tron shells [5℄. Catalyti properties may be stronger for
metal lusters, and metal lusters as atalysts may be
free [6, 7℄ or be atta hed to some oxide surfa es [811℄.
This is the basis of nano atalysis [5; 12℄. A hot metal
parti le in a plasma determines the hara ter of plasma hemi al pro esses [1315℄. In addition, the pro ess
of vaporization of a heated metal mi roparti le may be
used for generation of metal lusters [16℄. Hen e, the
behavior of a hot metal parti le in a buer gas is of
interest for various problems.
In analyzing the pro esses involving a hot parti le
in a buer gas, we onsider two aspe ts below. The
rst group of pro esses determines a thermal equilibrium of the parti le at a given power absorbed by the
* E-mail:
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parti le from an external sour e. Su h a sour e may
be gas dis harge supported by onstant or alternating
ele tri elds, or it an emit ele tromagneti waves of
various wavelengths, in luding laser radiation. Be ause
thermal equilibrium qui kly sets in the parti le due to
its small size and high ondu tivity, we an hara terize
the a tion of an external energy sour e by the parti le
temperature, whi h is the same for all parti le points.
Pro esses that are responsible for parti le heating inlude thermal radiation of the parti le, heat transport
from the parti le to the buer gas, and parti le vaporization. The subsequent group of pro esses in ludes
the evolution of a metal vapor resulting from parti le
vaporization. First, this atomi vapor is transformed
into a gas of lusters in a gas ow, and subsequently
these lusters grow as a result of oagulation and oales en e. When the temperature of the gas where metal
lusters are lo ated de reases below the melting point,
asso iation of lusters leads to the formation of fra tal aggregates. In turn, they may join subsequently in
other stru tures, in aerogels, or in fra tal bers if the
growth pro ess o urs in an external ele tri eld.
In analyzing the hara ter of pro esses with the parti ipation of a metal parti le lo ated in a gas ow, we
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S heme of transformation of a heating metal
mi roparti le in an argon ow in the ourse of generation of metal lusters and luster stru tures: 1 
argon ow; 2  aggregation hamber; 3  mi roparti le; 4  region of energy insertion from an external
sour e; 5  inje tion of mi roparti les in argon ow;
6  line of ow propagation; 7  yield gas ow; 8 
motion of lusters; 9  region of growth of fra tal
stru tures; 10  ele tri eld

vr
;


(2.1)

2gr2 ;
9

(2.2)

Re =

where r = 0:1 mm is the parti le radius,  is the argon
vis osity at a given temperature, and v is the ow velo ity. Be ause of small Reynolds numbers, motion of
the ow has a laminar hara ter. We take the velo ity
vf of the verti al argon ow su h that the Stokes for e
for parti le intera tion with the ow is equalized by the
parti le weight, and the parti le is suspended in spa e.
This velo ity is given by [17℄

vf =

2
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a ter of the buer gas ow. In Fig. 2, we show the
Reynolds number Re of the parti le in an argon ux in
a ordan e with the formula [17℄

9

6

òîì

where g = 980 m/s2 is the free fall a eleration,  is
the parti le density, and  is the argon vis osity.
Table 1 ontains numeri al parameters of metals
and metal lusters [1821℄ that are used in the analysis
of pro esses in a buer gas. The WignerSeits radius
rW is dened a ording to the relation [22, 23℄

n=

Fig. 1.



r

3

rW

;

(2.3)

where n is the number of atoms for a parti le of radius
r. Values of the numbers of parti le atoms n are given
Re

keep the s heme presented in Fig. 1 [14, 16℄. In this
s heme, a metal parti le (or parti les) drops (drop) in
a ow of a gas and is heated by gas dis harge plasma or
ele tromagneti radiation in luding the plasma formed
under the a tion of this radiation. We do not onsider
this aspe t of parti le heating below, and hara terize
the degree of parti le heating by the parti le temperature. In addition, we restri t ourselves in some al ulations by parti les onsisting of iron, opper, and silver;
we are guided by a parti le radius of 100 m as a typi al size of parti les in produ tion, and by argon as a
buer gas.

10
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The Reynolds number of a metal parti le loated in an argon ow at the velo ity su h that the
parti le weight equalizes the Stokes for e. A parti le
radius is 0 1 mm, pressure is 0 1 atm
Fig. 2.

2. PROPERTIES OF HOT METAL PARTICLES
AND METAL VAPORS

In onsidering the pro esses involving a hot metal
parti le in a buer gas, we rst prove the quiet har-

:
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Some parameters of metals and metal
vapors

Parameter

Fe

Cu

Ag

rW , Å
n, 1017
"0 , eV
A, eV
E, J
0 , 1017 s 1
k
p0 , 106 atm
Tm , K
Tb , K

1.47
3.2
3.83
3.0
0.14
3.0
1.78
1.1
1812
3023

1.47
3.2
3.40
2.2
0.17
2.2
1.14
1.5
1358
2835

1.66
2.2
2.87
2.0
0.12
2.0
1.13
1.5
1235
2435

 = 0

300

k

T

:

(2.4)

 "0 
:

T

(2.6)

Parameters of metals and their lusters given in Table 1
are used below. In this onsideration, we assume the
luster temperature T to be the same at all points of the
parti le volume. Using values of the metal ondu tivity, we an estimate a typi al time of establishment of
the identi al temperature over the parti le volume; this
time is less than 10 8 s. Times of pro esses under onsideration signi antly ex eed this value. Table 1 also
ontains values of the melting point Tm and the boiling
point Tb for metals under onsideration. We note that
the parti le temperature lies in the range between the
melting and boiling points.

(3.1)

where Prad is the radiation power emitted by the partile, Pev is the power onsumed on evaporation of atoms,
and the power Q is determined by heat transport to the
buer gas via its thermal ondu tivity. A hot parti le
emits radiation from a skin layer near its surfa e, and
the depth of the skin layer is of the order of photon
wavelengths. The problem of absorption and s attering
of ele tromagneti radiation by a planar metal surfa e
is solved in detail in book [25℄. In the ase under onsideration, a radiating surfa e an be redu ed to a planar
surfa e, and based on the detailed balan e prin iple, we
obtain the grey oe ient a(! ) of the metal surfa e for
a given frequen y ! in the form [25℄

a(!) =

r   




1
2 ln
2 +1 ;
= 4!  1:

(3.2)

The smallness of the grey oe ient a(! ) is determined
by the high metal ondu tivity, whi h leads to a small
parameter . This gives the radiation power emitted
by the parti le

(2.5)

The parameters of this formula are given in Table 1 for
the relevant metals. In addition, the saturation vapor
pressure psat is approximated by the formula

psat = p0 exp

HOT METAL PARTICLE

P = Prad + Pev + Q;

and in ludes the rst two terms in the expansion of this
quantity over a small parameter n 1=3 . Here, "0 is the
atom binding energy for a ma ros opi parti le, the parameter A hara terizes the surfa e luster energy, and
the values of these parameters are presented in Table 1
for metals under onsideration together with the total
binding energy E of parti le atoms.
We take the temperature dependen e of the metal
ondu tivity  in the form



3. PROCESSES OF HEAT BALANCE OF A

Taking the parti le temperature as a parameter that
determines the degree of its ex itation, we nd the
power P that is absorbed by a hot metal parti le and
support a given temperature. The heat balan e equation in this ase has the form

in Table 1 for the parti le radius r = 0:1 mm. The
total binding energy of atoms in a luster onsisting of
n atoms is given by [24℄

E = "0 n An2=3 ;

:::

Prad = a(T )  4r2 T 4;

(3.3)

where  is the StephanBoltzmann onstant and a(T )
is the grey oe ient averaged over frequen ies. Pra ti ally, averaging redu es to using the grey oe ient
at the radiation wavelength  related to the maximum
radiation power at a given temperature in a ordan e
with the Wien law [26℄,  = 0:30 m  K=T , where the
parti le temperature T is expressed in K.
Instead of the parti le temperature, it is onvenient
to use its redu ed value

x=

T

2000 :

(3.4)

Using this parameter, we an approximate the grey oe ient for the surfa e of pure metals as

a = a0 xkr :
677
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Parameters of the heat balan e for a metal
parti le lo ated in a buer gas

а
Pev
Q

0.1
Prad

0.01
2100
P, W

2300

2500

2700

Parameter

Fe

Cu

Ag

a0
kr

0.37
0.1
4.2
4.13
43
2.2
1.3
22.2
2.0
120
2740
74
2400

0.22
0.75
2.5
4.73
42
2.9
1.6
19.7
1.9
105
2690
70
2100

0.17
0.70
1.9
4.67
33
2.3
1.0
16.6
1.5
70
2020
33
1800

P0 , W/mm2
k1
D0 , m2 /s
1 , 1028 ( m  s) 1
P1 , 109 W/ m
"
2 , 1020 s 1
P2 , W/ m
T , K
D(T ), m2 /s
T , K

2900
T, K

1
b
Pev
Q
0.1
Prad

0.01
1800

2000

2200

2400

P, W

2600
T, K

1
c

Pev
Q

0.1

Prad
0.01
1600

1800

2000

2200
T, K

Heat balan e of a metal parti le of a radius
of 0 1 mm heated by an external sour e. The parti le
material is ( ) Fe, ( ) Cu, and ( ) Ag
Fig. 3.
:

a

b

Values of parameters in this formula are given in Table 2. A ordingly, the radiation power Prad emitted
by the parti le takes the form

Prad = P0 r2 xk1 ;

(3.6)

where r is the parti le radius, and the parameters of
this formula are ontained in Table 2 for metals under
onsideration. In addition, Fig. 3 gives the dependen e
Prad (T ) for metal parti les under onsideration.
The power onsumed on atom evaporation from the
parti le surfa e is equal to Pev = ev "0 , where ev is the

rate of evaporated atoms from the parti le surfa e and
"0 is the atom binding energy for this metal. There are
two me hanisms of atom evaporation from the parti le
surfa e. In the rst ase, the number density Na of
buer gas atoms signi antly ex eeds the number density Nsat (T ) of metal atoms that orresponds to the
saturated vapor pressure for this metal at a given temperature. Then the number density of metal atoms at
the parti le surfa e is equal to the saturated number
density Nsat , and equilibrium near the surfa e leads
to the equality of uxes of evaporated and atta hed
atoms, whereas the resultant ux of evaporated atoms
from the parti le surfa e is less than ea h of these values and is determined by diusion of metal atoms in
the buer gas due to a gradient of the on entration of
metal atoms in the buer gas. Ignoring the inuen e
of motion of the buer gas on the hara ter of atom
removal from the parti le surfa e, we express the rate
of atom evaporation from the parti le surfa e in this
regime a ording to the Smolukhowski formula as [27℄

ev = 4rDm Nsat (T );

(3.7)

where r is the parti le radius and Dm is the diusion
oe ient of metal atoms in the buer gas. Taking the
temperature dependen e of the diusion oe ient in
the form

Dm = D0 x ;

(3.8)

where  1:7 [28℄, we give the parameters of this formula for argon as a buer gas at the argon pressure
678
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p = 0:1

atm in Table 2, based on [29℄. Based on formula (2.6), we represent expressions for the rate ev
of atom evaporation from the parti le surfa e and the
power of evaporation Pev in the form

ev = 1 rx1 exp

 "
;
 x" 

Pev = P1 rx1 exp

x

:

τev , s

10

r

T
2m Nsat (T );

(3.10)

where m is the mass of evaporated atoms. But the
number density of atoms annot ex eed the value
Na (T ) that orresponds to a urrent gas pressure and
is established for a time t  r= s , where s is the sound
speed at the parti le temperature; for the onditions
under onsideration, t  10 7 s. Therefore, at temperatures where Nsat (T )  Na , the number density of
metal atoms near the surfa e is Nm = Na , and the
atom evaporation rate by analogy with formula (3.9) is
equal to

ev = 4rDm Na (T ):

(3.11)

Correspondingly, using the analogy with formula
(3.10), we obtain the following expressions for the
rate ev of atom evaporation and for the evaporation
power Pev :

ev = 2 rx1 ; Pev = P2 rx1 :

(3.12)

Table 2 gives the parameters of formula (3.12) along
with the temperature T of transition between the
above me hanisms of parti le vaporization a ording
to the relation

Na = Nsat (T ):

(3.13)

The parameters in Table 2 orrespond to the argon
pressure p = 0:1 atm. Figure 3 ontains the temperature dependen e for the power onsumed on vaporization of metal parti les of the radius 0:1 mm.
The evaporation rate allows us to determine the
parti le lifetime if this pro ess o urs at a onstant temperature. Indeed, the balan e equation for a number n
of parti le atoms has the form

dn
= ev ;
dt

Cu

Fe

(3.9)

The parameters of formula (3.9) are given in Table 2.
For another me hanism of parti le vaporization,
Na  Nsat (T ), the evaporation rate is given by [19, 30℄

ev = 4r2

:::

(3.14)

1

0.1
1600

Ag

2000

2400

2800
T, K

Evaporation time (lifetime) for a metal parti le
of a radius of 0 1 mm as a fun tion of temperature.
Arrows indi ate the temperatures at whi h the eien y of parti le vaporization is one half
Fig. 4.

:

T

and be ause the evaporation rate ev is proportional
to the parti le radius or N 1=3 , the parti le lifetime ev
follows from the solution of this equation and is given
by

ev =

3n0 ;
2ev

(3.15)

where n0 is the initial number of parti le atoms. The
temperature dependen es for the total evaporation
time of metal parti les of a radius 0:1 mm are given
in Fig. 4.
Be ause of small Reynolds numbers, a ording to
Fig. 2, onve tion of a gas ow near the parti le is absent, and heat transport to the buer gas is determined
by the gas thermal ondu tivity. We use the following
temperature dependen es for the thermal ondu tivity
(T ) and the thermal diusion (T ) oe ients of argon [29, 31℄:

(T ) = 0
(T ) = 0



T

0:68

T

1:68

1000



1000

;
(3.16)

;

where 0 = 4:2  10 4 W= m  K and 0 = 38 m2 /s at
the argon pressure p0 = 0:1 atm. The power Q that is
s attered as a result of heat transport from the parti le
679
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P, W
2.0
Fe
Cu

1.5
Ag
1.0

0.5

1600

2000

2400

2800
T, K

Fig. 5.

Total power s attered by a heated metal partiles of a radius of 0 1 mm
:

S hemati form of lines of identi al temperatures in the pro ess of argon ow through a hot metal
parti le

to argon is

Q = 4R2 (T )



Fig. 6.


T 1:68

dT
= 4rT0 (T0 ) 1000
=
dR
= Q0 rx1:68 ; (3.17)

where T and R are the urrent temperature and the
distan e from the parti le enter, and T0 and r are
the temperature on the parti le surfa e and its radius.
Sin e the parameter Q0 = 10 W/ m in formula (3.17)
des ribes heat transport in argon, it is the same for
all metals under onsideration. Figure 3 gives the partial powers for a metal parti le of a radius of 0:1 mm
lo ated in an argon ow, with the power of parti le
radiation given by formula (3.7), the power of evaporation taken in a ordan e with formulas (3.9) and (3.12),
and the power of heat transport in argon given by formula (3.17).
The results in Fig. 3a relate to iron, Fig. 3b des ribes data for opper, and Fig. 3 ontains results for
silver. In addition, Fig. 5 gives the total powers that
are s attered by metal parti les heated up to a given
temperature in a ordan e with formula (3.1). We an
introdu e the e ien y  of parti le evaporation as a
result of parti le heating, i. e., the ratio of the power
onsumed on evaporation of parti le atoms to the total
power of parti le heating, a ording to the formula

 (T ) =

Pev
:
P

(3.18)

Table 2 ontains the temperature T above whi h the
e ien y of parti le evaporation ex eeds one half.

The above onsideration of the parti le heat balan e
relates to a motionless parti le, that is, the surfa e of
identi al temperatures are spheres whose enters oinide with the parti le enter. Figure 6 s hemati ally
gives the ross se tion of the surfa es of identi al temperatures if a buer gas ows around the parti le. For
the above onsideration, the riterion is required that
the spheri al hara ter of isothermal surfa es is violated
far from the parti le, whi h takes the form

R=


v

 r;

(3.19)

where v is the ow velo ity. If the ow velo ity is taken
in a ordan e with formula (2.2), su h that the Stokes
for e equalizes the parti le weight, then we an obtain
R  0:11 m, and hen e riterion (3.19) holds true.
Thus, we obtain the following behavior pattern for a
metal mi ron-size parti le heated by an external sour e
in an argon ow. The heat balan e of this parti le
onsists in the evaporation of atoms from the parti le
surfa e and heat transport to the surrounding argon,
while parti le radiation makes a small ontribution to
the heat balan e be ause of a small parti le size. Argon stream motion is not essential near the parti le,
where heat transport is similar to that of a motionless
parti le. Below, we use this understanding of parti le
behavior for the analysis of nu leation pro esses.
680
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Table 3.

4. CLUSTER GROWTH FROM EVAPORATING

:::

Parameters of luster growth

METAL ATOMS

The metal vapor formed as a result of vaporization
of a hot metal parti le is aptured by a gas ow outside
the parti le and travels in a region of lower temperatures, where the partial pressure of this vapor ex eeds
the saturated vapor pressure at a urrent ow temperature and metal atoms are transformed into lusters.
As a result, a vapor ex ess is onverted into lusters,
and the nu leation pro ess o urs in two stages. In the
rst stage, metal atoms are transformed into lusters,
and in the se ond stage, luster growth results from
oagulation and oales en e until the lusters be ome
solid. We onsider the rst stage where growth of metal
lusters pro eeds a ording to the s heme [32℄
A + 2M ! A + M2 ;

Mn + M ! Mn+1 :

(4.1)

Here, A is a buer gas atom, M is a metal atom, and
the index indi ates the number of luster atoms. The
rst pro ess is slow as a three-body pro ess, and buer
gas atoms arry an ex ess of energy that is released
as a result of formation of a bond between olliding
metal atoms. In atta hment of atoms to mole ules and
lusters, this ex ess energy goes to vibration degrees of
freedom for a forming parti le and subsequently this
energy transfers to buer gas atoms ollided with a
growing luster.
In this s heme, the pro ess of formation of ondensation nu lei is a three-body pro ess, i. e., a slow pro ess
ompared with the atta hment pro ess of free metal
atoms to lusters. As a result, small lusters are pra ti ally absent in the size distribution fun tion, and this
pro ess is governed by the large parameter [32℄

G=

k0
KNa

 1;

k0 , 10 11 m3 =s
G(T0 ), 104 K
n0 , 103
 l , 10 5 s
T , K
P , W
v , m/s
Nsat (T ), 1016 m 3
tm , s
n, 105
N l , 1011 m 3
Rm , m
r, nm
na , 103
a , g/ m3
Vf , mm3

(4.2)

where k0 is the redu ed rate onstant for atom luster
ollisions, K is the rate onstant of the three-body proess, and Na is the number density of buer gas atoms.
The values of the redu ed rate onstant k0 at temperature 1000 K are given in Table 3 a ording
p to [16℄, and
its basi temperature dependen e is k0 / T . The rate
onstant of the three-body pro ess an be estimated
by an order of magnitude as K  10 33 10 32 m6 /s,
and on the basis of experimental data, we take it as
K = 3  10 33 m6 /s. From this, we an estimate G 
 5  104 K at temperature T = 2000 K for metals
under onsideration. If we assume the buer gas with
metal atoms to be a uniform matter, and its temperature to be onstant during this pro ess, then we obtain
the average number n of luster atoms at the end of

Fe

Cu

Ag

2.1
8.5
6.0
9.7
2400
0.28
1.5
3.1

2.7
5.5
4.3
7.6
2100
0.24
1.9
3.7

3.0
4.4
3.6
7.5
1800
0.18
2.4
6.0

0.01
2.4
1.3
2.0
9.2

0.015
4.1
0.91
2.0
11

0.014
13
0.51
1.7
16

0.06
0.45

0.09
0.38

0.15
0.26

4:0

3:0

1:3

this pro ess of vapor onversion in a gas of lusters and
the time  l of this pro ess as [19, 21℄

n = 1:2G3=4;  l =

3:2G1=4 ;
Nm k0

(4.3)

where Nm is the number density of metal atoms. Table 3 ontains the parameters of this formula under the
assumption that this pro ess of onversion of atom vapor into lusters pro eeds at the temperature T . In
addition, we an estimate a typi al time th of heat
transition from the parti le to the gas ow, whi h, a ording to formula (3.19), is equal to

R2 
(4.4)
 ;
 v2
and for a typi al ow speed v  2 m/s, we an estimate
a typi al time of heat transport as th  10 3 s.
th 

Thus, be ause of a high density of metal vapor, a
typi al time of onversion of metal atoms into lusters
at an appropriate temperature is small ompared with
the ooling time. Therefore, formation of metal lusters
pro eeds adiabati ally with onservation of the equilibrium between the number density Nm of free metal
atoms and lusters, whi h is given by [19, 21℄

Nm = Nsat (T ) exp
681
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Here, n is the average number of luster atoms, and
under typi al onditions, the se ond term in the righthand side of (4.5) is unity. When liquid lusters are
formed, their subsequent growth is determined by oagulation only. Then the average number n of luster
atoms is given by [19, 21℄

n = 6:3(Nbk0 t)1:2 ;

(4.6)

where Nb is the total number density of luster atoms
and t is the time of the oagulation pro ess. Coagulation of liquid lusters pro eeds simultaneously with
the ooling of the ow and nishes when the buer
gas temperature rea hes the metal melting point, whi h
pra ti ally oin ides with the melting point of lusters
be ause of their large size.
We nd typi al times of the above pro esses assuming that optimum onditions orrespond to the parti le
temperature T , where evaporation of parti le atoms
and heat transport to surrounding argon due to thermal
ondu tivity give an identi al ontribution to the power
s attered by a hot parti le. Table 3 ontains this temperature and the total power P to support this parti le
temperature and the ow velo ity v in a ordan e with
formula (2.2), where the parti le weight is equalized by
the Stokes for e, su h that the parti le hangs in spa e.
We note that onversion of atom vapor into lusters a ording to equilibrium (4.5) pro eeds at temperatures
at whi h the partial vapor pressure is mu h lower than
the saturated vapor pressure. A ording to formula
(2.6), that pressure de reases by e times if the temperature de reases by the value ÆT  T 2 ="0  100 K,
i. e., variation of the temperature for the start of metal
ondensation is relatively small. This means that formation of lusters o urs in the region, whi h may be
onsidered as a motionless one.
Be ause the argon ow transfers the heat s attered
by the parti le through nu leation of evaporated atoms
and heat transport owing to thermal ondu tivity, we
obtain the heat balan e equation in the form

P = p (T

T0 )Sv;

(4.7)

where p = 5=2 is the heat apa ity per atom, T0 is the
temperature of the surrounding argon, whi h we take
as T0 = 300 K, S = R2 is the ow ross se tion, and v
is the ow speed, whi h we take to be v for simpli ity.
This gives R  2 m in all ases, and the time of heat
transfer to the ow is approximately 8 ms for all ases
as well. A typi al time of formation of the ow with
the melting point Tm for these metals is tm , the number
density Nb of bound atoms at that time oin ides with
the number density Nsat at saturated vapor pressure at
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the parti le temperature T , the average number n of
luster atoms at its transition in the solid state is determined by formula (4.6) at that time, r is the luster
radius that orresponds to its size in a ordan e with
formula (2.3), and Rm is the ow radius at this time.
The values of these parameters are given in Table 3.
The joining of solid lusters results from luster onta ts, whi h leads to formation and growth the fra tal
aggregates. We are guided by the model of diffusion-limited aggregation [33℄ with the diusion hara ter of
luster motion, whi h leads to the fra tal dimension
D = 1:77 of the forming fra tal aggregate; this value
is onrmed by measurements [34, 35℄. Then the number na of elemental monomers of a radius a, i. e., the
number of solid lusters in some fra tal aggregate of a
radius R, is given by

na =

 D

R
a

:

(4.8)

As the aggregate size in reases, its density de reases,
as does their stability due to thermal u tuations [36℄.
Usually, the maximum aggregate size is restri ted by
R  1 m, and for deniteness we take the aggregate
maximum radius to be R = 1 m. Table 3 ontains
the number of monomers na in one aggregate in a ordan e with formula (4.8). The rate of this pro ess in
the diusion regime of aggregation is given by [18℄

dna 1
= 2 kas N l ;
dt

(4.9)

and the rate onstant of asso iation of aggregates
at the temperature T = 500 K in argon is kas =
= 5:5  10 10 m3 /s. As a result, we an obtain the
growth time of fra tal aggregates up to the size R =
= 1 m approximately as a = 2 min in all the metal
ases. We an see that the growth of a fra tal aggregate is a slow pro ess, and its realization requires the
removal of metal lusters from the gas ow.
The growth of fra tal stru tures in an external ele tri eld results from the intera tion of asso iated aggregates via indu ed dipoles and leads to formation of
fra tal bers [37, 38℄. As a result, various stru tures
with fra tal properties may be formed [35, 39℄. The
rates of aggregation in an ele tri eld and in the absen e of external elds are equalized at the ele tri eld
strength E a ording to the relation [18℄

T
E2  5 2=3 ;
a Na

(4.10)

where Na is the number density of aggregates of a radius a. This formula shows that the a tion of an ele tri
682
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eld is the stronger, the smaller is the size of an aggregate in the ourse of its growth. A ording to this formula, the ele tri eld strength for the aggregate size
R = 1 m and for all metals under onsideration is
E  200 V/ m. A tion of the ele tri eld leads to
formation of fra tal bers [37, 38℄: formed fra tal stru tures are elongated along the eld. Interwoven fra tal
bres form a fra tal tangle [39℄, and just this obje t is
of interest as a rareness porous metal. Thus, a fra tal
stru ture is gathered now from individual fra tal aggregates whose size a is given by formula (4.10) at a given
ele tri eld strength. If R = 1 m, then the density a
of a formed stru ture for metals under onsideration is
given in Table 3, together with the spe i area S of internal surfa e. The rst parameter oin ides with that
for aerogels [40, 41℄ by an order of magnitude, and the
se ond is less than that for strongly porous materials.
In addition, Table 3 ontains the volume Vf of a fragment of this fra tal stru ture that is formed from one
metal parti le of a radius of 0:1 mm.
We note one more aspe t of these pro esses, whi h
rst o ur in a buer gas ow near a hot metal parti le. The pro esses of luster formation from evaporated
metal atoms take pla e inside the ow for times when
the ow propagates over small distan es ompared to
the size of the aggregate hamber. The joining of two
solid lusters lasts about 0.01 s and may pro eed inside the ow. But the total time of formation of fra tal
stru tures takes minutes, and hen e this pro ess must
o ur outside the gas ow. For this goal, it is ne essary
to use impa tors [42, 43℄ to separate parti les from the
ow. An example of this impa tor is shown in Fig. 1.
As a result, growth of fra tal stru tures from solid lusters o urs in a quiet region with an ele tri eld. One
more remark relates to the number of parti les that are
heated simultaneously in the framework of the s heme
in Fig. 1. In the ase of several heated parti les, it is
ne essary that the distan e between neighboring parti les ex eed their size signi antly, and the buer gas
ow to be able to transfer the released energy.

Pro esses of onversion of a hot metal parti le

:::

lusters in the ow of a buer gas, whereas pro esses
of formation and growth of fra tal stru tures pro eed
slowly and must be outside the buer gas ow. Understanding the hara ter of these pro esses is ne essary
for realizing the generation of a fra tal stru ture that
has features of an aerogel and fra tal bers.
The produ t of the pro esses under onsideration,
a fra tal stru ture, is a rareness porous stru ture. Beause fragments of this stru ture are fra tal aggregates,
it resembles an aerogel, and be ause these fragments
are joined into a stru ture in an external ele tri eld,
this stru ture is akin to fra tal bers. Usually, metals
onsisting of atoms with nonlled s and d ele tron shells
are used as atalysts [13; 5℄. Therefore, fra tal stru tures resulting from pro esses under onsideration are
onvenient atalysts for pro esses in gaseous mixtures
ontained in a ow through su h a stru ture be ause
of a high spe i area of its internal surfa e. We note
that it follows from the results of the above estimations that one metal mi roparti le of a radius 0:1 mm
used in the estimations allows preparing a membrane
of the depth of 10 luster layers and of an area of the
order of 1 mm2 . In addition, the above analysis gives
algorithms for estimations related to other geometri
s hemes for manufa turing porous metal membranes
and dierent metals. We an add to this that if two
parti les of dierent metals are inje ted in the region
of ex itation, a fra tal stru ture of a metal alloy an
be prepared.
The paper is supported by the RFBR (grant
No. 15-08-01513).
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